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Portfolio Manager Biography(4)

 Investment selection, portfolio 
construction and risk management

 Inter-play between positions, 
portfolio and macro environment

Portfolio ManagementEquity Research

 Follow public companies & make 
buy/sell/hold recommendations 

 Understand how business 
performance  stock performance

MBA
Finance, Accounting, Econ.

BA
Russian and Management

Education

IB / Capital Markets

 Help companies raise money 
(debt/equity) and acquire others

 Hone technical financial skills and 
capital markets process knowledge

Personal

 Married, with two kids (girl – 4.5, boy – 2.5)

 Adopted CO as home state in 2015, after living 
in NYC (7 years total), Chicago (2), DC (5), 
and Los Angeles (15+)

 Life-long, overly-competitive ice hockey player

Passionate investor with a background spanning multiple disciplines

3Source: Upslope Capital Management, LLC (“Upslope”)
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Warm-Up Discussion:
If the Goal is to “Beat the Market,” What’s Your Ideal Strategy?

 Long, short…both?

 Lots of positions (50+)? Or just a few (10, 20)?

 Long-term investment focus? Or predict quarters?

 Focus on “expensive” growth co’s or cheap value stocks?

 Large vs. small cap?

 Anything else?

Source: Upslope, Capital Returns (graphic)

What are the benefits/drawbacks to each dimension of a potential strategy?
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If the Goal is to “Beat the Market,” What’s Your Ideal Strategy?

 Long, short…both?
Personality-driven…how do you handle big market swings (both directions)?

 Lots of positions (50+)? Or just a few (10, 20)?
How’s your batting avg (vs. slugging %)? Beware of index-hugging + fees

 Long-term investment focus? Or predict quarters?
“Quarter-calling” requires LOTS of expensive resources. Also: taxes

 Focus on “expensive” growth co’s or cheap value stocks?
Personality-driven…but market goes through big/nasty cycles

 Large vs. small cap?
Key considerations: growth potential, competition for info, liquidity, volatility

Source: Upslope, Capital Returns (graphic)

No perfect strategy – just align your goals and your personality



Executive Summary

 Upslope is an alternative asset manager, based in Denver, CO

 Portfolio manager launched Upslope’s strategy at a previous firm in 2016

 Concentrated, long/short, midcap, global/developed market equities

 Seek to deliver uncorrelated, absolute, equity-like returns

 Vast majority of portfolio manager’s liquid net worth is invested in the strategy

 Transparent “SMA” structure; performance-driven fee structure (0.75%/17.5%)(1)
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Fully-aligned portfolio manager, focused strategy, client-friendly structure

Background

Strategy

Alignment

Source: Upslope



Upslope’s Approach vs. Other Equity Funds

Upslope provides a client-friendly alternative to 
traditional mutual and hedge fund products

Source: Upslope.  Note: characteristics shown for Mutual and Hedge Funds are for illustrative purposes only and represent Upslope’s view on standard market practices based on publicly available 
information. (a) 2017 average for active US and international mutual funds, per Morningstar. (b) Based on Sep. 18, 2018 Bloomberg article, citing Credit Suisse data from August 2018.

Equity 
Mutual 
Funds

Upslope 
Capital 

Management

Long/Short 
Hedge 
Funds

Commentary

Long Stocks     Investments seeking to benefit from 
stocks rising in value

Short Stocks     Investments seeking to benefit from 
stocks falling in value

Leverage Risk ~99% ~75-125% ~120-200%  What percentage of client money is 
generally at-risk?

Portfolio Manager 
Investment Low Very High High  Encourages disciplined risk 

management

Management Fees 0.8%(a) 0.8% 1.5%(b)  Lower reliance on management fees 
= less complacency

Performance Fees 0.0% 17.5% 17.0%(b)  Performance-based fees  better 
alignment, incentive to perform

Client Liquidity Daily Daily(2) 30-90 days+  How quickly can clients access their 
own money?
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Investment Strategy
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Upslope’s Strategy

LONG / SHORT EQUITY
Half of positions are shorts

MID-CAP FOCUS
Most portfolio companies $1-15bn market cap

U.S. + OTHER DEVELOPED MARKETS
Focused on U.S. and Western/Northern Europe

CONCENTRATED POSITIONS
Largest longs 10%+, some shorts up to 5%
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In many respects, Upslope’s approach resembles a 
classic long/short hedge fund strategy
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Why Mid- (and Small-) Caps?
The Ideal Hunting Ground…Especially for Smaller Funds

Less Coverage, Lower Volumes = Opportunity(12)Superior Long-Term Earnings Potential(11)

Constant source of attractive, growing businesses and security mis-pricings

 Historical long-term fundamental outperformance

 Prospect of more robust growth, as smaller 
companies grow into larger ones

 Earnings resilience superior to large caps during 
past two recessions (‘00/01, ‘07/08)

Source: Upslope, Bloomberg, Hennessy Funds

Large                Mid                Small Large         Mid        Small

 Greater opportunity for material mispricing

 Lower volumes make the segment harder for large 
investment firms of scale to compete

 Greater dispersion/volatility = opportunity for L/S
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Normalized Earnings CAGR: 1995 - 2015
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Why Concentrated?
Greater Discipline + Better Prospects of Outperformance

A concentrated approach aligns with Upslope’s process and
goal of seeking differentiated, attractive long-term returns

A concentrated portfolio is an outcome of a 
selective, disciplined investment process…

…But, we are very happy with this outcome:

 Only way to achieve uncorrelated returns vs. 
indexes is to be (very) different

o We want our security selections to have a 
material impact on performance

 Upslope’s target range of ~20 positions is
diversified (see diagram to right) 

o Beyond this range, a portfolio experiences little 
benefit in terms of reduced volatility

o Note: long positions are typically far more 
concentrated than individual shorts

Source: Upslope, Lazard

Little Diversification Benefit Beyond 30 Holdings(13)

Reduction in risk per 
incremental stock 
added (implied)

Philosophy

Upslope Target
(+/- 5 Positions)
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Why Long/Short?
Many Ways to Win Across Various Market Regimes

Source: J.P. Morgan, Upslope

How do investors make money when valuations are full, the economic cycle 
appears long in the tooth, and rates aren’t far from historically-low levels?

Nowhere to Hide: 2018 Was a Textbook Example of the Value of Long/Short

 Flexibility in various market regimes (expensive/cheap, bull/bear)

 Reduced portfolio volatility + huge psychological benefit during market crises vs. L/O

 Lower correlation vs. long-only (isolate stock-picking skill)

 Open secret: many equity “hedge funds” don’t have significant short exposure
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Why Upslope?
Upslope’s Competitive Advantages
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Why It MattersCompetitive Advantage

Nimble

Common 
Sense First

Sector 
Expertise

Independent 
Mindset

 Small “team,” modest AUM, and 
generally plan to stay that way

 Quick decisions (no committees) 
 Faster/better liquidity (negligible market impact)

 Lack of traditional Portfolio 
Manager-Analyst dynamic 

 Ideas don’t need to be perfectly “pitchable”
 Capture opportunities ignored by institutions

 Uncorrelated sector expertise 
(exchanges, packaging)

 Provides foundation with evergreen L/S opportunities 
across time horizons and quality spectrum

 Colorado-based, happily 
disconnected from “the Street”

 Better odds of uncorrelated performance
 Reduced volatility / noise / distraction

Independent mindset + institutionalized constraints for large funds 
create ongoing opportunities for Upslope

Source: Upslope



Upslope’s Long/Short Strategy: Historical Return Profile
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Average Monthly Performance in Rising/Falling Markets(a)

Upslope’s objective: deliver equity-like returns with significantly 
reduced market risk and correlation vs. traditional long-only equity strategies

Annualized Downside Deviation(b)

Source: Upslope, Interactive Brokers. Note: PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS. Please see performance disclosures at the end of this presentation.  (a) Based 
on S&P Midcap 400 ETF (MDY) monthly return since inception of Upslope’s strategy. Upslope = Upslope L/S composite (net). HFRX = HFRX Equity Hedge Index. Monthly average returns are 
shown.  (b) Based on  daily return data. (c) Calculated as: (Annualized Return - 2.0% Risk-free Rate) / Downside Deviation.
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Portfolio Construction(5)
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15Source: Upslope
Note: chart bubbles not to scale

 High-quality, high-conviction; potential “forever” holdings
 Max 12% per position at cost; majority of gross
 Lowest turnover category

 Opportunistic; more moderate quality vs. Core
 Max 8% per position at cost
 Enhanced price target discipline
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 Individual shorts expected to contribute to returns
 Max 5% per position at market value; mostly 1-3%
 More actively-traded approach vs. longs

 Strong preference for Alpha Shorts over Hedges
 Opportunistic, dependent on portfolio/market conditions
 Seek asymmetric hedges, where possible (e.g. flawed ETF)
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Current Portfolio Construction
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Source: Upslope (as of 2-4-19).  Note: only Alpha Shorts that have been previously disclosed are shown. Upslope is currently short five additional companies (a financial exchange, international 
tech. co, specialty retailer, paper packaging co, and an industrial components co). Logos not positioned deliberately within bubbles to indicate business quality or time horizon. Upslope may 
change or exit positions without notice. (a) Metrics shown using $ values (as opposed to beta-/delta-adjusted)

SVXY FNGU IYR

Core Longs (37%)

Tactical (32%)

Hedges (6%)

Alpha Shorts (25%)



Investment Process
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Quality Bias
Financials, Competitive Analysis

Embrace Volatility
Approach to Trading

Avoid Crowds
Surefire Underperformance

Downside Focus
Valuation, Fundamentals

Investment Style:
Traditional Value Foundation, Practical Execution

Find quality. Keep an open-mind. Swing hard at opportunities.

Patient (Longs) + 
Opportunistic (Shorts)

“Reasonable” Value

Selection + Sizing

Midcap Focus

Core Principles Application

Concentrated 

Long/Short

Midcap

18Source: Upslope



General Approach to Security Selection:
Long Investments
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Balanced approach seeks to supplement core long-term holdings with 
tactical opportunities

Investment Approach

Needs

 Understandable business model

 Positive LT secular trends

 Clear competitive advantages

 Strong cash flow per share generation

 Trustworthy & motivated management

 Reasonable absolute valuation

Wants

 Potential to be a “forever” holding

 Under-utilized balance sheet

 Scarcity value: free take-out “option”

 Identifiable catalysts

 Significant insider ownership

• Exceptional businesses with decent value

• Durable and uniquely competitively-advantaged

• Checks virtually all “Needs” and “Wants”

• Max size: 12% at cost

• Current example:

Core Longs

• Decent businesses with exceptional value

• Often experiencing temporary set-backs/challenges

• Some exceptions to “Wants” and, occasionally, “Needs”

• Higher # of exceptions = higher required return hurdle

• Max size: 8% at cost

• Current example:

Tactical Longs

Source: Upslope



General Approach to Security Selection:
Short Positions
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• Significantly higher velocity (idea generation, position 
management) versus longs

• Max size: 5% at market (typically 2-3%)

• Focus areas:

 Dying business / value traps

 Fads / single product companies

 Questionable capital allocation

 Flawed financial model (e.g. ‘capital hogs’)

 Challenged balance sheet

 No “valuation” shorts (why will it change?)

 Conservative sizing with “battleground” shorts

• Strong preference for Alpha Shorts; however, will 
utilize hedges when attractive

• Approach: primarily shorting ETFs (ideally those that 
are structurally flawed)

• Opportunistic with regards to timing (1 month+)

• Occasionally used to express broader (short) 
investment themes (e.g. Canadian banks)

Focused on lower quality, secularly-challenged businesses

Alpha Shorts Hedges

Source: Upslope



Idea Generation

Core Sectors

Targeted

Basic Screens

Focused idea generation process aims to maximize value of past expertise, 
while fostering construction of a unique portfolio

 Financials, exchanges, brokers
 Packaging & forest products

‘Walking 
Around’

 What’s interesting?
 Follow motivation

Transactions
 IPOs, spin-offs, etc.
 M&A (good, bad)

 What would diversify the portfolio?
 What’s popular/hated now?

 Developed market midcaps
 “Predictable” (no biotech, avoid commodities)

21Source: Upslope

Maximize value 
of past expertise

Embrace curiosity; 
expand competencies

Naturally skeptical; 
only use when needed



 Review “Quality” Check-list; categorize idea (Core, Tactical, etc.)
 Fundamental and valuation sensitivity analyses
 Articulate findings in concise memo/presentation; write “pre-mortem”

Repeatable, Flexible Investment Process

22

 Scan primary Investment Check-list
 Review company and peer filings
 Discuss questions with company, as necessary

 Detailed review of financials and estimates
 Construct model 
 Do financials and assessment of business model tell the same story?

 Early valuation check and sentiment considerations
 Valuation review: focus on absolute valuation, cash flow
 Determine reasonable fair value

 Guideposts driven by investment type (Core, Tactical, etc.)
 Weigh conviction vs. risk/reward and timeline of expected events
 Determine size and trading strategy

(1) Is the business genuinely durable (or impaired for shorts)? 
(2) What is the “obvious” buy (or short) price?

Business Model

Financial
Model

Valuation

Risk / Reward

Sizing

Source: Upslope



Streamlined Risk Management Approach

23

 Assessment of fundamental business risk
 View on valuation, risk/reward
 Consider proximity to core competencies

Fundamental 
Research

Position and portfolio risk managed via simple, thoughtful guidelines

Portfolio 
Construction

 Position sizing based on type (Core, Tactical, etc.)
 Conservative overall gross/net guidelines
 Monitor sector and macro exposures

Trading 
Approach

 Take advantage of volatility, nimble size
 Thoughtful ‘sell discipline’
 Cautious approach to ‘averaging down’

Source: Upslope

Foundation of risk management

Safety net for individual position impact on portfolio

Framework to maximize impact of winners, minimize impact of losers



Stock Pitch Case Study: 
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Presented June 2017



Investment Idea: Crown Holdings (CCK)

Leading global producer of aluminum and steel cans, 
primarily for food and beverage packaging

Source: Company filings, Upslope Capital Management
1.  As of 6/20/17.   2.  Estimated.

Crown Holdings – Investment Snapshot (Pitched June 2017)

• Idea: Long

• Current Price(1): $57

• Est. FV: $70

• 52-wk Range: $48 - 59

• Market Cap: $8 bn

• Enterprise Value: $13 bn

• ADV: $40+ mm

• Div Yield: n/a

Sales by Geography(2)

Beverage 
Cans
58%

Food Cans
27%

Aerosol, 
Tooling, etc.

15%

Sales by Product(2)

Emerging 
Markets

38%

US / 
Canada

29% 

Europe
33% 

SE Asia / 
China
14% 

Latin 
America

15% 

ME / 
Africa

9% 
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Customers Include Major Packaged Food & Bev Companies

Top 10 customers = 33% of sales (2016)

Beverage Cans

Food Cans

Aerosol Cans / Other

Source: Company filings
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Ball
43% 

Crown
16% 

Ardagh
28% 

Canpack
13% 

Crown
46% 

Ardagh
22% 

Silgan
6% 

Others
26% 

Ball
14% 

Crown
14% 

Ardagh
11% 

Silgan
54% 

Other
7% 

Ball
49% 

Crown
21% 

Ardagh
11% 

MCC
15% RMMC

4% 
Ball
57% 

Crown
26% 

Ardagh
17% 

Food & Bev Can Industry Structure (CCK Markets)

Crown is a leading player in consolidated markets

Source: Crown and Ball filings, BMO Capital Markets, Wells Fargo, Upslope Capital Management. Note: All information estimated based on various public data 
sources (e.g. BLL filings, CMI, Beverage Can Maker’s Europe, and others). Amounts adjusted based on various assumptions by Upslope

N.A. BevcansEur. Bevcans

N.A. Food CansEur. Food Cans

Brazil Bevcans
#2#3 #2

#2-t#1

CCK market 
position

16%11% 7%

8%22%

Est. % of CCK 
sales China Bevcans

Ball
19% 

Crown
18% 

Pacific 
Can
19% Cofco

13% 

Baoyi
13% 

Others
18%

#3

3%
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Long – Investment Thesis

Source: Company filings and transcripts

1. Sustainable competitive advantages; history of value creation
• Moat: dominant scale & efficiency, geographic proximity to large, global customers

• Top 3 share in all markets (each highly consolidated and historically “rational”)

• Strong, cash flow- and return-focused mgmt. with track record of aggressive, disciplined acquisitions

2. Attractive financial profile
• Sticky customers with long-term (3-5+ yr) contracts + stable pricing + timely pass-thru of raw materials

• Clear path to de-levering; value accretion to equity

3. Likely to harvest recent growth investments
• After 3 years of elevated capital spending, CCK seems likely to revert to normal spend levels by 2018/9

• Invested heavily in expansion in profitable, high-growth regions (e.g. SE Asia, but not China)

4. Soft catalysts: plenty of shots on goal
• Recent return of buybacks after de-levering (repurch. $1bn+ from 2010-13); likely dividend initiation

• Abating FX headwinds – especially in Brazil where steep declines started being lapped in late 2016

• Possible customer wins in wake of BLL/REX merger (seeking supplier diversification)

• Positive upshift in depressed “CSD” vol’s resulting from LaCroix (+ competition) success

5. Steady-to-positive secular trends
• Despite domestic CSD and “macro-beer” headwinds, CCK continues to benefit from the ongoing shift from glass to 

bevcans in emerging markets, Europe and select domestic sub-categories (e.g. craft beer)

Predictable, steady cash flows; lots of incremental changes
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Long – Investment Risks

Key risks: evolving competitive environment & FX

Source: Company filings

1. Aggressive move by Ardagh into bevcans
• Ardagh (which recently went public) acquired global bevcan assets from BLL that generate ~$3bn in sales 

(comparable size to CCK’s developed market bevcan ops)

• Ardagh’s entry into bevcans differs from its (aggressive) entry into NA food cans in that Ardagh is purchasing 
existing assets vs. building new capacity in search of customers. The company’s recently completed IPO should 
also encourage “rational” competitive behavior

2. FX (translation)
• With ~2/3 of CCK’s business originating overseas, CCK’s results are impacted significantly by changes in the USD 

vs. EUR, BRL, and other currencies

• The impact is primarily a translation issue – CCK’s cost and financing structure is well-aligned with sales

3. Emerging market demand volatility
• CCK faces demand volatility due to its significant presence in several volatile developing regions. This includes a 

sizable presence in the Middle East and Africa, as well as in Brazil and Latin America

4. High leverage (3.4x net), potentially rising rates
• Leverage is towards the high end of historical range – mgmt. focused on returning to ~3x by YE 2017

• Historically, CCK has shown an ability to “handle” net leverage approaching 5x (where Ardagh is today)

5. Outspoken (overly-so?), sometimes unpredictable leadership
• Management has a reputation for speaking its mind…with little filter

29



Valuation Detail (Base Case)

On current est’s, Crown is reasonably priced; optionality from ‘soft’ catalysts and 
relative (vs. market/staples) cheapness make it attractive to us

Source: Company filings

Price Target Rationale

• Price target primarily takes 
into consideration Base case 
estimates – roughly in-line 
with consensus – as well as 
Bull and Bear Case scenarios

• View Bull Case as 
significantly more likely than 
Bear Case, given severity of 
Bear Case assumptions and 
prospect of multiple upside 
intangibles

• Historically, CCK has traded 
in the ~8x NTM EBITDA 
range (adjusted for pension)

‒ Note: Bull case est’s
reduce 2018 EBITDA 
mult. by 1x and boost FCF 
yield by 2%)

• More aggressive growth 
capex spend reduces FCFE 
yield by ~1% in 2017/18

Current Target DCF Exp. Total
Price Price Valuation Return
$57 $70 $80 22%

FCFE Yield (Key Metrics)
2016 5.9% 4.8% 4.2% $457
2017 5.4 4.4 3.9 422
2018 5.9 4.8 4.3 461
2019 7.6 6.3 5.5 594

EV / EBITDA
2016 9.6x 10.9x 11.9x $1,312
2017 9.1 10.3 11.2 1,388
2018 8.7 9.8 10.7 1,451
2019 8.4 9.6 10.5 1,489

Price/Earnings
2016 14.4x 17.6x 20.0x $3.98
2017 14.7 17.9 20.4 3.90
2018 13.2 16.1 18.3 4.35
2019 12.1 14.7 16.8 4.75

Data as of:
Diluted Shrs 135.823 135.823 135.823 2017 YE est.
MCAP $7,807 $9,508 $10,821  -- 
Net Debt 4,201 4,201 4,201 2017 YE est.
Pension + Other 573 573 573 2016 YE act.
TEV $12,581 $14,281 $15,595  -- 
Dividend $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 2016 YE act.

Case: Base
Est. Source: Model
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Comparable Companies

On most metrics, CCK trades at a modest discount to key competitor, BLL,
and a premium to more glass-focused comps, ARD and OI

(in $US mm, except per share amounts)

Fundamentals
Dividend Net Lev. Revenue Growth EBIT Margin EBITDA Growth Adj EPS Growth

Company Yield 2016 2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018

Ball Corp 0.9% 4.3x 19% 3% 4% 12% 12% 14% 66% 9% 6% 58% 19% 17%
Silgan Holdings Inc 1.2% 3.2x 13% 5% 2% 9% 10% 10% 24% 10% 3% 20% 15% 7%
Ardagh Group S.A. 2.7% 4.9x 31% 2% 2% 10% 11% 11% 29% 4% 3% 195% 17% 11%
Owens-Illinois, Inc. 0.0% 4.0x 1% 2% 2% 12% 12% 13% 49% 2% 3% 60% 8% 7%
Average 1.2% 4.1x 16% 3% 3% 11% 11% 12% 42% 6% 4% 83% 15% 10%
Median 1.0% 4.1x 16% 2% 2% 11% 12% 12% 39% 7% 3% 59% 16% 9%
Crown Holdings Inc 0.0% 3.4x (5%) 3% 2% 15% 16% 16% 5% 6% 4% 14% (2%) 12%

Valuation
Current Enterp. EV / Revenue EV / EBITDA FCFE Yield P/E

Company Price Value 2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018

Ball Corp $41.81 $21,677 2.1x 2.0x 1.9x 12.7x 11.6x 10.9x 5.5% 6.5% 7.6% 19.4x 16.4x 14.0x
Silgan Holdings Inc 31.69 5,035 1.3x 1.2x 1.2x 9.3x 8.5x 8.2x 6.2% 7.5% 6.8% 19.2x 16.7x 15.6x
Ardagh Group S.A. 22.10 13,666 1.5x 1.5x 1.4x 8.3x 8.0x 7.7x 10.7% 10.7% 12.1% 12.8x 11.0x 9.9x
Owens-Illinois, Inc. 23.00 8,667 1.4x 1.3x 1.3x 6.9x 6.7x 6.6x 6.4% 8.8% 10.9% 9.2x 8.5x 7.9x
Average 1.6x 1.5x 1.5x 9.3x 8.7x 8.4x 7.2% 8.4% 9.4% 15.2x 13.1x 11.9x
Median 1.4x 1.4x 1.4x 8.8x 8.2x 8.0x 6.3% 8.1% 9.3% 16.0x 13.7x 12.0x
Crown Holdings Inc $57.48 $12,581 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 9.6x 9.1x 8.7x 5.9% 5.4% 5.9% 14.4x 14.7x 13.2x
Crown Holdings Inc @ PT 70.00 14,281 1.7x 1.7x 1.7x 10.9x 10.3x 9.8x 4.8% 4.4% 4.8% 17.6x 17.9x 16.1x

Source: Company filings, Sentieo
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What Actually Happened to the CCK Idea…?
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…A Christmas Surprise!
Acquisition of Signode Industrial Group

Investors initially applauded the 
growth resulting from the deal.

But, many (including Upslope) hit 
‘eject’ after digesting the news.

Source: Upslope and Tradingview

Large, questionable acquisition announced just six days before Christmas (2017)
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What to Do? 
Immediately Flipped From Long to Short

Source: Upslope and Company filings

Crown announced plans to acquire Signode, an industrial/transit packaging company 
(pallet protectors, straps, etc.), from the Carlyle Group for $4 billion.

Rule-of-thumb: hit EJECT at signs of highly questionable capital allocation. This 
transaction checked that box (and more) for me. The thought process:

1. Why does Signode appear to be an unattractive acquisition?
• Zero industrial logic / strategic rationale

• Cyclical asset, acquired late in the cycle, from one of the most financially sophisticated investors in the world 

• Major destruction of rationale for LT investors to own Crown stock

2. Why should long-term shareholders (including me!) be upset?
 Was a highly predictable, a-cyclical cash flows (now materially cyclical)

 Had a clear path to de-leveraging (now levered more than 5x)

 Expected return of buybacks (now on-hold) and likely prospect of a dividend (indefinitely on-hold)

3. What next? Assumed stock would need to “re-rate” lower
• Lower quality biz + more cyclical  lower multiple 

• Assumed Owens-Illinois provided a relevant guidepost (~10% free cash flow yield)

This transaction appeared so questionable, that we exited all longs and 
initiated a short during the conference call discussing the deal
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What Went Wrong:
Original Investment Thesis

Source: Company filings and transcripts

1. Sustainable competitive advantages; history of value creation
• Moat: dominant scale & efficiency, geographic proximity to large, global customers

• Top 3 share in all markets (each highly consolidated and historically “rational”)

• Strong, cash flow- and return-focused mgmt. with track record of aggressive, disciplined acquisitions

2. Attractive financial profile
• Sticky customers with long-term (3-5+ yr) contracts + stable pricing + timely pass-thru of raw materials

• Clear path to de-levering; value accretion to equity

3. Likely to harvest recent growth investments
• After 3 years of elevated capital spending, CCK seems likely to revert to normal spend levels by 2018/9

• Invested heavily in expansion in profitable, high-growth regions (e.g. SE Asia, but not China)

4. Soft catalysts: plenty of shots on goal
• Recent return of buybacks after de-levering (repurch. $1bn+ from 2010-13); likely dividend initiation

• Abating FX headwinds – especially in Brazil where steep declines started being lapped in late 2016

• Possible customer wins in wake of BLL/REX merger (seeking supplier diversification)

• Positive upshift in depressed “CSD” vol’s resulting from LaCroix (+ competition) success

5. Steady-to-positive secular trends
• Despite domestic CSD and “macro-beer” headwinds, CCK continues to benefit from the ongoing shift from glass to 

bevcans in emerging markets, Europe and select domestic sub-categories (e.g. craft beer)

Predictable, steady cash flows; lots of incremental changes





 New segment = very cyclical; high leverage

Big spend on acquisition ($4bn)

Buybacks + possible dividend on-hold
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What Went Wrong:
Original Investment Risks

Key risks: evolving competitive environment & FX

Source: Company filings

1. Aggressive move by Ardagh into bevcans
• Ardagh (which recently went public) acquired global bevcan assets from BLL that generate ~$3bn in sales 

(comparable size to CCK’s developed market bevcan ops)

• Ardagh’s entry into bevcans differs from its (aggressive) entry into NA food cans in that Ardagh is purchasing 
existing assets vs. building new capacity in search of customers. The company’s recently completed IPO should 
also encourage “rational” competitive behavior

2. FX (translation)
• With ~2/3 of CCK’s business originating overseas, CCK’s results are impacted significantly by changes in the USD 

vs. EUR, BRL, and other currencies

• The impact is primarily a translation issue – CCK’s cost and financing structure is well-aligned with sales

3. Emerging market demand volatility
• CCK faces demand volatility due to its significant presence in several volatile developing regions. This includes a 

sizable presence in the Middle East and Africa, as well as in Brazil and Latin America

4. High leverage (3.4x net), potentially rising rates
• Leverage is towards the high end of historical range – mgmt. focused on returning to ~3x by YE 2017

• Historically, CCK has shown an ability to “handle” net leverage approaching 5x (where Ardagh is today)

5. Outspoken (overly-so?), sometimes unpredictable leadership
• Management has a reputation for speaking its mind…with little filter

Overly-passionate management  undisciplined M&A  value destruction / execution risks
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Lessons Learned

• Keep a very open mind – especially for biggest / most beloved positions

• Forget about “feeling stupid” because you changed your mind (publicly!)

• Pay close attention to interaction with Analysts (“do something” pressure)

• Understanding motivations of other shareholders and management

Source: Upslope

Key challenge: balancing open-mindedness with risk of short-termism
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Quick Pitches:
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My Personal, Not-So-Legal Disclaimer

• Nothing is more important in investing than doing your own work

• Doing the work forms “conviction” in an idea – you need this

• Every investment thesis will be challenged by the market (trust me)

• You will panic sell a stock at a hilariously bad time if you don’t have your own views

Source: Upslope, South Park

Please do your own work
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Investment Idea: Long Cboe Global Markets (CBOE)

• High-quality business on sale due to misguided concerns about VIX product

 65%+ EBITDA margins, LSD+ top-line growth, operating leverage

• Tailwinds: secular (shift to complex products) + cyclical (levered to volatility)

• Beneficiary of genuine network effects: liquidity begets liquidity (VIX, options)

• Logical and compelling M&A target over the long-term

• Attractive relative/historical valuation

Investment Thesis

Key Risks

Leading U.S. and European exchange operator with 
dominant market position in options and volatility products

Company Notes(a)

• Technology glitches and resulting liabilities

• Regulatory risk (e.g. caps on data fee hikes)

• VIX product is complex and the outlook is uncertain

• Not “optically” cheap: still paying premium P/E vs. S&P 500

• Equities business is highly competitive (note: recent MEMX news)

• Recent COO departure a blow to our original thesis

Overview
• Ticker: CBOE
• Founded: 1973
• HQ: Chicago, IL

Key Stats
• TEV: $10.6bn
• Sales: $1.2bn
• Op. margin: 64%
• ROIC: >20%

Valuation (‘19E)
• FCF yield: 6%
• EBITDA: 14x
• P/E: 19x
• Div Yield: 1.2%

Sales by Segment(a)

40Source: Upslope, Company filings, Sentieo
(a)  Valuation stats as of 1-18-19. Sales breakdown by segment shown for 2017A. 
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Investment Idea: Short Quaker Chemical (KWR)

• Leading producer of industrial lubes/greases for steel/auto. 2017 announced 
acquisition of biggest competitor, Houghton – still not closed (18+ mo. delay)

• Poor disclosure re: Houghton plus bizarre KWR outperformance  questions

• Full valuation even if one assumes deal closes and is successful; wildly 
overvalued on a standalone basis (i.e. if deal fails to close)

 Bloomberg/others show incorrect/highly favorable valuation (EV/EBITDA)

• Potentially challenged macro outlook, given cyclical exposures 

• Houghton deal adds significant debt (3x net) to KWR for first time

Investment Thesis

Key Risks

Pending acquisition adds significant operating/financial risk 
at a very questionable time

Company Notes(a)

• Lack of Houghton disclosures could cut both ways

• Re-acceleration in global macro

• Take-out by larger strategic 

• Potential input cost relief, given declines in oil

• Unforeseen competitive advantages gained from Houghton

Overview
• Ticker: KWR
• Founded: 1918
• HQ: Conshohocken, PA

Key Stats
• TEV: $4.4bn
• Sales: $1.7bn
• Op. margin: 12%
• ROIC: ~10%

Valuation (F‘19E)
• FCF yield: n/a
• EBITDA: 15x
• P/E: n/a
• Div Yield: 0.8%

Revenue by Segment(a)

41Source: Upslope, Company filings, Sentieo
(a)  TEV and valuation stats PF for Houghton and as of 1-18-19. EBITDA breakdown by segment shown for 2017A. 

Please do NOT try this at home. Short-selling involves the potential for unlimited loss.
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Contact Information

George Livadas
Founder & Portfolio Manager
george@upslopecapital.com

Upslope Capital Management, LLC
www.UpslopeCapital.com
Englewood, CO, U.S.A.

@UpslopeCapital

All historical quarterly investor letters (and a few interviews)
are posted on our website
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References
1. Only “Qualified Clients” may be charged performance-based fees. A Qualified Client is defined as: individual with either: (a) net worth (excluding value of individual’s primary residence) 

of more than $2.1 million, or (b) at least $1 million of assets under management with the client’s advisor. For all other prospective clients, please see fee grid on Key Terms slide.
2. Subject to operational limitations of custodian. Additionally, the custodian requires the portfolio manager to approve all outgoing transfers within 3 days (or the transfer is automatically 

approved). The portfolio manager will approve all withdrawals as promptly as possible.
3. Only Qualified Clients may be charged a performance fee. Effective Aug. 15, 2016, a Qualified Client is defined as an individual with either: (a) net worth (excluding the value of the 

individual’s primary residence) of more than $2.1 million, or (b) at least $1 million of assets under management with the client’s advisor. In a scenario analysis (looking at effective 
blended fee rate) with gross returns ranging from -10% to +10%, the Upslope fee structure (0.75%/17.5% management/performance) compares favorably to the traditional hedge fund 
fee structure (2.00%/20.0%) by an average of 50%. 

4. Please see Form ADV Part 2B for additional information on the portfolio manager.
5. All amounts shown on this page are general guidelines and are for illustrative purposes only; actual amounts may vary significantly and change without notice.
6. Percentages represent gross position totals. Total positions count groups together related securities (e.g. hedges for underlying).
7. Returns shown for composite of all accounts invested according to Upslope’s core long/short strategy (vast majority of AUM). Individual account performance may vary (minimum 

returns, net of billed fees, for an account invested since inception and YTD 2018 were 22.8% and 7.6%, respectively). As of August 31, 2018, 16% of assets in the long/short composite 
were non-fee-paying. Given the change in fee structure with the formation of Upslope, as well as the variability of fees across individual accounts, gross returns are also provided. Data 
from inception to June 24, 2017 is based on portfolio manager’s (“PM”) performance managing the strategy under prior firm (as sole PM). After leaving the firm, PM personally managed 
the strategy/accounts on a no-fee basis through August 11, 2017. Upslope effectively became operational and has been managing the strategies thereafter. PAST PERFORMANCE IS 
NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

8. August 2016 and YTD 2016 data are shown from inception of the strategy on 8/29/16.
9. Returns shown using total returns for ETFs representing noted indexes (MDY, SPY). All other data in table based on daily price performance (standard deviations have been 

annualized).
10. “Net” = (gross value of long positions - gross value of short positions) / NAV. “Gross” = (gross value of long positions + gross value of short positions) / NAV.
11. Large-cap represented by S&P 500 index, mid-cap by S&P Midcap 400 Index, and small-cap by S&P Smallcap 600 Index. Amounts based on normalized earnings.
12. Analysis conducted on the top 10 “holdings” for the S&P 500 (large cap), S&P Midcap 400, and S&P Smallcap 600 indexes.
13. Calculations assume standard deviation for a single stock is 49.2%, average correlation between individual stocks is 0.08, and portfolio is equal-weighted. Assumptions are described in 

Statman (2004), which draws from various other papers. This information is for illustrative purposes only and not intended to represent any product/strategy managed by Upslope.
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Disclosures
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Upslope Capital Management, LLC (“Upslope”) is a Colorado registered investment adviser. Information presented is for discussion and educational purposes only and does not intend to
make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any specific securities, investments, or investment strategies. Investments involve risk and, unless otherwise stated, are not
guaranteed. Consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before implementing any strategy discussed herein.

While Upslope believes all information herein is from reliable sources, no representation or warranty can be made with respect to its completeness. Any projections, market outlooks, or
estimates in this presentation are forward-looking statements and are based upon internal analysis and assumptions that reflect the views of Upslope and should not be construed to be
indicative of actual events that will occur. As such, the information may change in the future should any of the economic or market conditions Upslope used to base its assumptions change.

The description of investment strategies herein is intended to be a summary and should not be considered an exhaustive or complete description of strategies used by Upslope. Strategies
may be added/subtracted from Upslope in accordance with related Investment Advisory Contracts by Upslope in its sole and absolute discretion.

Any specific security or investment examples in this presentation are meant to serve as examples of Upslope’s investment process only and may or may not be trades that Upslope has
executed or will execute. There is no assurance that Upslope will make any investments with the same or similar characteristics as any investments presented. The investments are
presented for discussion purposes only and are not a reliable indicator of the performance or investment profile of any composite or client account. The reader should not assume that any
investments identified were or will be profitable or that any investment recommendations or investment decisions we make in the future will be profitable. Any index or benchmark
comparisons herein are provided for informational purposes only and should not be used as the basis for making an investment decision. There are significant differences between Upslope’s
strategy and the benchmarks referenced, including, but not limited to, risk profile, liquidity, volatility and asset composition. You should not rely on this presentation as the basis upon which to
make an investment decision. There can be no assurance that investment objectives will be achieved. Clients must be prepared to bear the risk of a loss of their investment.

Any performance shown for the relevant time periods is based upon a composite of actual trading in accounts managed by Upslope under a similar strategy. Except where otherwise noted,
performance is shown net of billed management and incentive fees, as well as all trading costs charged by the custodian. Return calculations have been independently verified by
LICCAR. Performance of client portfolios may differ materially due to differences in fee structures, timing related to client deposits/withdrawals, the client’s restrictions, and fees and
expenses incurred by any specific individual portfolio. Dividends and other cash distributions are not automatically or directly reinvested in securities held by Upslope clients.

Upslope’s performance results are compared to the performance of the HFRX Equity Hedge Index and exchange-traded funds that track the S&P 500, S&P Midcap 400, and Russell 2000
indexes (tickers: SPY, MDY, IWM, respectively). The HFRX Equity Hedge Index is typically not available for direct investment. Benchmark results do not reflect trading fees and expenses.
The HFRX Equity Hedge Index was chosen for comparison as it is generally well recognized as an indicator or representation of the performance of equity-focused hedge fund products. The
other benchmarks noted (SPY, MDY, IWM) have not been selected to represent an appropriate benchmark to compare an investor’s performance, but rather are disclosed to allow for
comparison of the investor’s performance to that of certain well-known and widely recognized, investable indexes.

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS. This presentation may not be disseminated without the prior written consent of Upslope.


